Credentialing First Review
Decision Tree for GRADUATE Courses

Does the Instructor hold a terminal degree designated by the Department?
Yes: "PASS"
No: Does the Instructor hold "other" terminal degree?
Yes: "PASS"
No: Is basis for credential "Credential by coursework"?
Yes: Are 18 credits of RELATED graduate coursework reported in Wizard?
Yes: "PASS"
No: "NOT PASS" Check "Out of Compliance" reason code and note lack of terminal degree in comments. Notify Mary Walsh (mwalsh8@fau.edu) IMMEDIATELY
No: Credential must depend on research and/or professional activity. Are significant research and/or professional activities specifically detailed?
Yes: "PASS"
No: "NOT PASS" Check box "ineligible course" and/or "need coursework" as appropriate. Provide specific guidance in comments.